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The main purpose of the presented research is to investigate the partial discharge (PD) phenomenon
variability under long-term AC voltage with particular consideration of the selected physical quantities
changes while measured and registered by the acoustic emission method (AE). During the research a PD
model source generating surface discharges is immersed in the brand new insulation mineral oil. Acoustic
signals generated by the continuously occurred PDs within 168 hours are registered. Several qualitative
and quantitative indicators are assigned to describe the PD variability in time. Furthermore, some longterm characteristics of the applied PD model source in mineral oil, are also presented according to
acoustic signals emitted by the PD. Finally, various statistical tools are applied for the results analysis
and presentation. Despite there are numerous contemporary research papers dealing with long-term PD
analysis, such complementary and multiparametric approach has not been presented so far, regarding
the presented research. According to the presented research from among all assigned indicators there are
discriminated descriptors that could depend on PD long-term duration. On the grounds of the regression
models analysis there are discovered trends that potentially allow to apply the results for modeling of
the PD variability in time using the acoustic emission method. Subsequently such an approach may
potentially support the development and extend the abilities of the diagnostic tools and maintenance
policy in electrical power industry.
Keywords: acoustic emission; partial discharge; insulation system; measurements; signal processing.

1. Introduction
In the present almost all branches of the industry are generally concerned about the non-destructive
testing methods (Boczar et al., 2016). Any production process or machine fleet maintenance is tightly
depended on the quality control policy, as well as the
reliability of the apparatus. For the last few decades
the AE method has been recognized as one of the
most popular and effective technical diagnostic methods. The AE phenomenon is widespread and relatively
well described in a contemporary scientific literature
(Boczar et al., 2016; Cichoń et al., 2014; Kunicki
et al., 2018a; Olszewska, Witos, 2016; Witos et al.,
2011). Generally the AE phenomenon is based on an
ultrasound wave radiation emitted by the source into
a springy resilient environment. Various different AE
sources are commonly recognized and some of them are
e.g. crystal structure defects motions in solids, cracks
and micro cracks forming and shifting, local environ-

ment motions combined with internal friction, chemical reactions, some biological process and partial discharges. PDs are defined as micro discharges within the
dielectrics that occur in the presence of the high tangential electric field stress. PDs usually appear due to
the aging process of the insulation system as a result of
cracks, voids, contaminations and other imperfections,
within insulation materials. As one can expect of the
PD they are very destructive and undesirable phenomena, in long perspective it leads to progressive local
deterioration of an insulation system and may results
in a complete breakdown of the insulation. Regarding the electrical power system every HV electrical device overcharge is accompanied by PD (Kunicki et al.,
2018b). A significant share of all serious failures around
the electrical power distribution system are partially or
completely intertwined by PDs. The PD occurrence in
the liquid insulation system is accompanied by numerous physical phenomena that are fundamentals of the
contemporary PD testing systems, i.e.: current pulses
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(Kunicki, 2017; Pattanadech, Muhr, 2016), electromagnetic wave emission in the UHF range (Siegel
et al., 2017; Tenbohlen et al., 2016), light emission (Kozioł, 2017; Kozioł et al., 2016), heat emission (Utami et al., 2009), chemical reactions and
acoustic emission (Bakar et al., 2014). Application areas of the AE method for PD analysis are detection and
localization of the source (Hekmati, 2015; Homaei
et al., 2014; Kunicki et al., 2016; Mehdizadeh et al.,
2013). Also there are some research works where identification of the PD source is proceeded on the grounds
of the AE method (Kundu et al., 2009; 2012). The
main advantages of the AE method against the other
PD measuring methods are noninvasiveness and relative simplicity as well as relative safety of the measurement (Boczar et al., 2017; Kunicki, Nagi, 2017).
Furthermore, it is still the only one method that allows the source PD localization in the on-site applications – despite the fact that there are some proposals
of the UHF method application for the PD localization it is still at the laboratory research stage, and
so far not applicable on-site (Coenen, Tenbohlen,
2012; Mirzaei et al., 2013; 2015). The AE method
is also characterized by some weaknesses, mainly the
relatively low sensitivity which significantly limits the
ability of the qualitative assessment of the PD (De
Faria et al., 2015; Kunicki, Cichoń, 2018b). There
are some proposals of the simultaneous application of
the AE method with an electrical method or the UHF
method – such an approach yields some new perspectives where sensitive and noise prone methods (electrical or UHF) are supported by more immune method
(AE) (Álvarez et al., 2015; Coenen, Tenbohlen,
2012; Kunicki, Cichoń, 2018a). Despite that there
are various contemporary research papers dealing with
the AE method applied for PD analysis, there is a lack
of study about the variability of the acoustic signals
generated by PDs within the long-term. One may point
some similar approaches where the PD variability in
time is investigated but usually the electrical method
is applied as well as a paper solid barrier (instead of
PTFE) is commonly used (Kiiza et al., 2014; Peng
et al., 2017).
In the presented study the authors have proposed
a complete advanced research on the variability of the
acoustic signals generated by surface PD in mineral
oil. Acoustic signals generated by PDs have not been
analyzed in the time or time-frequency domain (as usually), but in the phase domain, using the partial discharges patterns (PRPD), which are usually applied
regarding the electrical or UHF methods (Kunicki
et al., 2018b). Furthermore, there have been presented
several statistics based indicators that have not been
presented so far as one research according to the AE
method. Finally, the main purposes of the presented
research is to achieve the long time characteristics of
the selected descriptors for the AE signals generated

by the PD, and to indicate which of descriptors depend on (and how) the PD duration. The results of the
presented research may extend the contemporary fundamental knowledge about the PD, and on the other
hand, some of the discovered trends may be potentially useful for further research that should be focused
on the PD behavior modelling and on the prediction
of the PD development in the real life oil insulation
systems. The results may also support research works
on the charge calibration of the AE method. The presented paper is one part of the wider research project
that investigates a PD variability in time using various
measuring methods. Results achieved by other methods are presented in (Kunicki, 2018; Kunicki et al.,
2018a). It needs to be emphasized that in the state-ofart papers there have been also presented some other
effective methods for analysis of the AE signals emitted
by PDs (Witos et al., 2002), but the detailed review
and comparison of those methods is outside the scope
of this paper.

2. Fundamentals of the AE generated by PDs
As mentioned in section 1 a PD is a crucial issue
that leads to the deterioration of the insulation and
may evolve to some serious failure of any high voltage apparatus that it occurs in. A PD generation is
an initial state of the breakdown process of the dielectrics. The breakdown process of liquid dielectrics is
still not known enough and less understood contrary to
the gasses and solids (Calcara et al., 2017; Cavallini et al., 2010; Florkowski et al., 2013; Zainuddin
et al., 2011). Generally, there are two main ideas that
are fundamentals for the breakdown theories of liquids. First one assumes that the breakdown process of
liquids is similar to the gasses, and it is some kind
of an extension of that model. However, such an approach explains breakdown of pure, ideal liquids only,
it is not applicable for real dielectrics. The other theory is based on the fact that liquid dielectrics are contaminated by foreign particles such as solids, gasses
or/and other liquids which has crucial influence on the
dielectric strength of the liquid dielectric. Nevertheless
no matter what mechanism a PD is generated by, it
is always accompanied by numerous physical phenomena which are related to different forms of energy such
as, e.g., chemical reactions (hydrogen and other hydrocarbon gases generation), local heat emission, acoustic wave emission, electromagnetic wave emission, light
emission and local pressure adjustments. Analyzing the
PD phenomenon from the acoustic point of view it may
be compared to a micro explosion within a dielectric.
When PD occurs in liquid dielectrics, a mechanical
energy related to the PD is represented by acoustic
wave – a kinetic energy is associated with particles oscillatory motion, while pressure adjustments are connected with potential energy. As a result some part of
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the energy is emitted into the springy resilient environment in the form of the acoustic wave. When the
wave reaches a boundary of different environments it is
partially reflected, absorbed and attenuated. Generally
the PD phenomenon leads on an ultrasound (20 kHz
– 1.5 MHz) wave radiation. It need to be emphasized
that an AE generated by a single PD event may be
represented by a discrete signal. However in real insulation systems there usually multi PD sources appear
at the same time, so it results in the summed sequence
of single pulses. Finally, the AE signal that is received
by a measuring sensor is a continuous emission of various overlapping signals (Kunicki et al., 2016).
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Also a dedicated magnetic grip has been supported
in order to provide a constant clamp force and repeatable sensor and tank coupling. A total voltage gain
of the measuring track has been 95 dB, and it has
not been adjusted during all measurements as well
as the PD source and the sensor locations have not
been rearranged during research. Additional two measuring tracks have also been applied: one for supply
voltage phase measurements and the other one for the
registration of the electrical pulses generated by PDs
and received by the high frequency current transformer
(HFCT).

4. Research methodology
3. Measurement setup
The research has been proceeded on the surface
type PD model source. PDs have been generated by
the model source immersed in the brand new insulation mineral oil. The HV electrode of the PD model
source has been 1 cm thick brass plate with a diameter of 3 cm, while the GND electrode has been
1 cm thick steel plate with a diameter of 12 cm. All
edges of both electrodes have been 1 mm rounded.
Also a square solid dielectric barrier made of 8 mm
PTFE and the size of 15 × 15 cm has been placed between the both electrodes. The presented research have
been performed using the AE method with commonly
applied instruments in the field of the PD measurements. Acoustic signals have been received by the
low frequency (resonant) piezoelectric joint transducer
D9241A installed on the outer oil filled tank wall. Signals from the sensor have been amplified by the preamplifier 2/4/6/ and amplifier AE2A – all mentioned
instruments made by Physical Acoustic Corporation.
The frequency range of the D9241A sensor was 20–
100 kHz (±6 dB) and its sensitivity was 82 dB. The PC
equipped with the external measuring interface PicoScope 5443B has been used for the signals registration
– sampling frequency was 6 MHz.

Fig. 1. Layout of the measuring set-up.

The presented research have been proceeded under laboratory conditions. The PD source has been
powered continuously by the AC voltage with its relative level of 1.3 of the inception voltage (Ui ) of the
PD source within 168 hours. The Ui voltage has been
defined as the voltage at which the apparent charge
of PD has been higher than 100 pC – 1 kV/s automatic controlled voltage ramp has been applied. The
Ui of the applied PD source was 23 kV and the test
voltage was set to 30 kV. Such a voltage level has
allowed the PD to be stable and generated continuously within 168 h, with no extinctions or breakdown
meanwhile – which was one of the fundamental assumptions of the research. AE signals generated by
the continuously occurred PDs within 168 hours have
been registered every 12 h. During every single measurement signals generated by PDs have been captured
within 30000 cycles of 50 Hz supply voltage – a measurement window has been set to 20 ms, which corresponds to one 50 Hz supply voltage period, thus it
supported an AE activity registration within a whole
supply voltage period. The next step of the research
was the thorough off-line analysis of the achieved measurement results. An assignment of various descriptors
of signals generated by PD as well as indication of PD
long-term duration dependency on those descriptors
have been the main purpose of the further analysis.
Descriptor analysis has been generally based on the
PRPD patterns. In order to provide the proper data
layout three key algorithms announced in (Kunicki,
Cichoń, 2018b) have been applied: AE peak amplitude extraction algorithm (PAE), supply voltage phase
correlation with AE signals algorithm (PCA) and AE
signal delay compensation algorithm (DCA). Regarding the fact that noise free laboratory conditions have
been provided no additional de-noising tools have been
used. Finally, constant environmental conditions have
been provided during the experiment: air temperature, humidity and pressure. Also the pressure inside
of the measuring tank has been monitored during the
research and its constant relative level has been provided by the relevant valves on the upper cover of the
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tank. Additionally there are assigned some simple regression models that are presented in the plots. These
models are presented only to support the interpretation of the results: to estimate if there are any trends
discovered within the achieved characteristics (increasing, decreasing, constant, random). They are not optimized for the best fitting to the characteristics (e.g.
R2 > 0.95), because such fitted models would not give
any valuable information according to the presented
research. Only 4 simple functions were used for fitting
the curves: linear, 2nd order polynomial, 2nd order exponential, 2nd order Gaussian. Thus the coefficients of
determination of those models are not crucial for the
relevant results interpretation.

5. Results and discussion
As the main analysis of the results was to be proceeded on the PRPD patterns in the phase domain, so
a)

the initial step was to prepare data into the relevant
layout. The raw primal AE signals generated by PDs
have been registered as a time run within 20 ms. Then
dedicated algorithms mentioned in section 4 have been
applied in order to achieve PRPD patterns. In Fig. 2
there have been presented some exemplary plots showing the relevant steps of the analysis. Figure 2a shows
time run of the AE signal generated by PDs within
20 ms, with peak as well as RMS envelopes assigned
using the Hilbert transform and discreet Fourier transform (DFT). Figure 2b shows 3D spectrogram of the
signal presented in Fig. 2a, achieved using the short
time Fourier transform (STFT). Finally, Fig. 2c shows
the complete PRPD pattern of AE signals generated
by PDs within 30000 cycles of 50 Hz supply voltage –
such data have been the fundamental for the further
descriptor analysis.
In Fig. 3 there have been presented PRPD
patterns of the selected quantitative parameters of
the AE signals in each phase angle (with 1○ resolution)
b)

c)

Fig. 2. Exemplary results on the different stages of the data preparation: a) time run of the AE signal generated by PDs,
b) 3D spectrogram of the signal presented in a, c) PRPD pattern of AE signals generated by PDs within 30 000 cycles.
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Fig. 3. PRPD of the selected quantitative parameters of AE signals obtained at relevant time steps: a) mean AE amplitude,
b) max AE amplitude, c) quasi-energy of the AE signal, d) PD counts.

obtained at initial state and after 48, 96 and 168 h
of continuous PD generation, respectively. A relatively
high convergence of the result may be observed regarding the behaviors in both half-cycles. Also no significant phase domain adjustments, especially according
to the phase angle of the max values there have been
observed – max values in both halfcycles are associated
with approx. 60○ and 240○ . Max values of all analysed parameters (except for the mean AE amplitude)
are approximately 20% higher in the first half-cycle
than in the second one. Regarding the mean AE amplitudes (Fig. 3a) a noticeable rise may be observed
after 96 h. Similar situation is presented according to
the max AE amplitudes (Fig. 3b). The highest adjustments are observed regarding the quasi-energy of the
AE signal (Fig. 3c), where general rising trend has been
confirmed. Furthermore some rather random than explicit behaviour has been observed regarding the PD
counts analysis (Fig. 3d).
The next part of the research presented below has
been dedicated to the analysis of the indicators describing the PD signals in a phase domain. In Fig. 4
there have been presented analysis results of the kurtosis of the selected AE signal parameters. The first
glance it is noticeable that behaviors of all descriptors
are different regarding the 1st and 2nd half-cycle. Only
adjustments of the kurtosis of the max AE amplitudes

are relatively similar in both half-cycles, however their
values are different.
Is has also been noticed that distributions of all analyzed parameters lead to the normal distribution only
in the 1st half-cycle – as the kurtosis values decrease
with time and lead to the 0. According to the behaviors in the 2nd half-cycles some stabilizing trend may
be observed where the kurtosis values are above 2 in
case of all investigated parameters – it shows that those
quantities are not normal distributed when analyzing
in the long-term perspective.
The next analysed group of descriptors was skewness. Skewness analysis results of the selected AE signal parameters over the long-term are illustrated in
Fig. 5. The first conclusion is the same as regarding
the kurtosis: behaviors of all descriptors are different
regarding the 1st and 2nd half-cycle. In case of the 1st
half-cycles all values lead to zero down with the PD
activity time. Significantly different situation may be
noticed regarding the 2nd half-cycle scenario – skewness of mean AE amplitude as well as PD density are
almost constant with its values of about 0.75. In case
of the max AE amplitude and quasi-energy no explicit
trends may be observed and skewness values are generally between 0.6 and 1.3.
The last stage of the research was the analysis of
the descriptors related with each other: standard de-
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Fig. 4. Analysis of the kurtosis variability: a) of mean AE amplitude, b) max AE amplitude,
c) quasi-energy of the AE signal, d) PD density.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 5. Analysis of the skewness variability: a) of mean AE amplitude, b) of max AE amplitude,
c) of quasi-energy of the AE signal, d) of PD density.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 6. Analysis of the standard deviation variability: a) of mean AE amplitude, b) of max AE amplitude,
c) of quasi-energy of the AE signal, d) of PD density.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 7. Analysis of the variance variability: a) of mean AE amplitude, b) of max AE amplitude,
c) of quasi-energy of the AE signal, d) of PD density.
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viation and variance of the selected parameters of the
AE signals generated by PDs. In Fig. 6 there have
been presented results of standard deviation variability analysis. The same selected parameters of the AE
signals generated by continuously occurred PDs over
the long-term have been investigated. Regarding all
analyzed parameters there have been observed evident
trends in both scenarios: in case of the 1st half-cycle
exponential raising trend has been confirmed, while according to the 2nd half-cycle a linear rising one, with
some obvious sinusoidal oscillations (not included in
regression models). Achieved results have showed that
all investigated parameters are more spread out as the
time of the PD occurring becomes longer – so there appear more signals that are relatively far-distant from
mean value.
As one could expect the very similar observations
have been made according to the long-term variability
of the variance of the analyzed parameters. Interpretations of the characteristics presented in Fig. 7 are
the same as described regarding the standard deviation analysis, so no further explanation is needed.

6. Conclusions
In the presented paper a methodology was proposed, and with the results from the experimental
study on the variability of the AE signals generated
by surface PDs in mineral oil under long-term AC voltage. Furthermore, various of the indicators that potentially describe the variability of AE signals generated
by the PDs have been assigned and investigated. Contrary to other contemporary state-of-art research the
AE signals have not been analyzed in the time or timefrequency domain but in the phase domain using the
PRPD patterns, which are usually applied regarding
the electrical or UHF methods. Such an attitude gives
additional application possibilities and extends the capabilities of the PD analysis using the AE method,
including the correlation analysis with other PD measuring methods, supported by the common domain of
the analyzed signals (phase domain). It seems to be
a crucial issue according to the modeling of the AE
signals generated by PDs which is one of the fundamentals of the still not achieved yet charge calibration process of the AE method. Furthermore, regarding the presented research each of the proposed statistical indicators has been analyzed in both half-cycles
separately, which also has allowed to point some potential trends in signals even if they would have not
been discovered when analyzing within the whole cycle. Since many models assume that signals emitted
by PDs are normal distributed some of the trends discovered within the presented paper seem to be meaningful. In view of the above some of the most relevant
achievements of the presented research need to be emphasized:

• confirmed that acoustic signals emitted by PD
vary in time,
• showed that most of the investigated indicators
measured by AE method are not normal distributed when analyzed in the long term perspective,
• there are significant differences in behaviors of the
AE signals within the 1st and 2nd halfcycle of the
supply voltage when analyzed in the long term
perspective,
• discovered some relevant trends in the variability of the AE signals emitted by PD in time that
potentially may be meaningful regarding the PD
assessment,
• confirmed that all investigated parameters are
more spread out as the time of the PD occurring becomes longer – so there appear more signals
that are relatively far-distant from mean value,
• skewness of mean AE amplitude as well as PD
density are almost constant with its values of
about 0.75,
• skewness of max AE amplitude and quasi-energy
shows no explicit trends – rather random distribution,
• distributions of all analyzed parameters lead to
the normal distribution only in the 1st half-cycle
– as the kurtosis values decrease with time and
lead to the 0,
• in case of all investigated parameters within the
2nd half-cycles some stabilizing trend is observed
where the kurtosis values are above 2.
As a result the presented paper potentially extends other contemporary state-of-art research published worldwide and gives some new perspectives for
the AE method application for PD measurements, especially regarding the diagnostics of the real life electrical power apparatus. Some of the pointed properties of
the analyzed signals, especially the noticed trends, may
be potentially useful for further research that should
be focused on the PD behavior modelling, charge calibration of the AE method and on the prediction of the
PD development in the real life oil insulation systems.
Furthermore the presented research also extends the
contemporary fundamental knowledge about the AE
accompanied by the PD phenomenon. Nevertheless it
needs to be emphasized that described results cannot
be generalized to other particular cases – most of the
results are not explicit (especially those presented in
Figs 4–7) and they should be verified by further research. So in order to confirm the reliability of the
noticed trends more study is required, which should
include a comparison study on the results achieved using other (than PRPD) signal analysis methods and
other PD setup scenarios.
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